
 

 

If development cooperation with foreign investors not working for African 

states, what else should be the choice? Looking for western charity is not an 

option. 

 

By W. Yilma  June 21,  2011 

I read Mr. Lester R. Brown article on Aiga forum website, which was published on New York Times OP-

ED Thursday, June 2, under the title of “When the Nile Runs Dry”.  

Mr. Lester article is short, but it contains very deep and complex issues we Ethiopians should be deeply 

concerned with. It seems that there is an organized international conspiracy going on around against 

any development programs that took place in Ethiopia. The main issues the international communities 

are repeatedly expressing their concerns are about the ongoing Hydropower Dam construction and the 

land lease issues. What should be clear her is that according to them large scale agricultural practices 

and construction of big Hydropower dams is not good for Africans and it is only good for developed 

nations. Similar developmental programs are implementing in other parts of the world, but I haven’t 

seen similar concerns from the international community’s as I have seen in Ethiopian case. The role of 

some Ethiopian oppositions (both from outside and inside the country) played a role in catalyzing this 

issue and motivated or misleading foreign medias outlets to take side and oppose the ongoing limited 

but basic development activities.  The so called Ethiopian opposition from Diaspora and some 

international Medias outlets and their anchors are busy in fanning and miss leading the world public 

about the development plan going on in Ethiopia. This trend is not only an arming, but it should concern 

us collectively, and find a solution before our country internal affairs remotely controlled by foreign 

forces.  The notion of some Ethiopian opposition is “No development plan should be executed under 

EPRDF”. Similarly, the notion of some foreigner is “Ethiopia is not deserve to execute large scale 

development program unless they approved by foreign political anchors or their experts”. Both are 

unacceptable for the majority of the Ethiopian public. We have to differentiate development activities 

and politics. As ordinary citizens, no matter who is in power I support if I believe that the economic 

activities laid down by the government is benefiting the ordinary Ethiopian citizens. My political opinions 

should not be a factor to oppose everything what the government in power is doing. Economic 

development is a process and should not be stopped in any circumstances. This is why Africa, in 

particular Ethiopia is lagging behind because of this wrong perception in the mind of “politicians”. Those 

who think that they could overthrow the government by impeding economic development should think 

twice before it is too late. The old political doctrine is not compatible to the new emerging Ethiopian 

generation. Most Ethiopians are tired of the old political approaches.  

  



 

 

 

Coming to my point, I have questions to Mr. Lester before I start my comment on his misguided 

opinions. 

If development cooperation with foreign companies considered as “Scramble for Africa” what else is 

working for African states to properly exploit and develop their own natural resources? How do you 

compare the so called “Arab uprising” in this case what you are referring to the  “Egyptian infant 

democracy” with the death of thousand of Ethiopian each year due to lack of food? I am sure for you the 

death of Ethiopian does not matter. For the person like you it is “acceptable” to see death in poor 

African countries. You worried about the well beings of Egyptian at the expense of poor Ethiopian. After 

reading your opinion, it seems to me that the American main stream media are declaring a war against 

Ethiopia on behalf of Egypt. Although I personally I do not have any sympathy to Egyptian, for the sake 

of peace and the externality the trans boundary rivers have possess, Ethiopia do not have any intention 

to exploit fully the river Nile at the expense of ordinary Egyptians. Your comment exposed you how little 

knowledge you have regarding this issue. It is the Egyptian government who is politicizing and still 

exploiting the Nile issue to divert its own people attentions from domestic problems. Nile River flows to 

Egypt for millions of years. I do not understand how you related Nile River with Egyptian democratic 

process. The main determinant for democratic process in a given country is social consciousness and the 

determination of the people of that particular country to pay sacrifice to bring justice and equalities. To 

me Nile River has been and will be a constraint for Egyptian people plea for democracy. Their military 

rulers always raises Nile issue whenever they face their people’s plea for democracy. Nassir, 

Anwarsadat, and Mubarak have done it and there is no guarantee at this time the so called “military 

council” will change the courses of their predecessor’s culture.    

We Ethiopian do not have history to benefit at the expenses of other people, no matter who they are. 

Mr. Lester, if you know history (if you learn history other than yours) Egypt is a country who follows a 

policy of destabilizing Ethiopia for many centuries. The notorious government in Asmara is a product of 

Egypt. Egypt is behind the Somalia Alshibab and Ethiopian Ogaden Alitihad terrorist groups. Egypt is still 

actively supporting any groups opposing the central Ethiopian government. During the Ethio-Eritrean 

war the Asmara regime got all war supplies, including military advisors from Egypt. Even the Eritrean 

military bunkers were installed and constructed by Egyptians. In all these expenses there is American 

share. Excluding military equipment, Egypt receives more than 3 billion dollars annually from America. 

During 1979- 1980’s, Ethio-Somalia war America denied Ethiopia to purchase military equipment. Even 

though Egypt is one of the major birth places for most terrorist groups who attacked and will not 

hesitate to attack western and America interest in the future, it is a dilemma for most observers to see 

the way some Americans media outlets are praising Egypt as a model for Arabs democracy. I am not 

pessimistic in nature, but I will not be optimistic to expect democracy from those fanatic Arab countries. 

Egypt is not an exception in this regard. There is also imbalance by American mass Medias in talking 



about Arabs uprising.  Therefore, it is not new for us Ethiopians to expect negative opinions from 

American news media or from the so called “experts” in various disciplines. They are untouchable and 

too far away from the objective realities of the ground when it comes to Africa.   

 Egypt confrontational approaches toward Ethiopia have a century root. In the 19th century two war 

were took place between Ethiopia and Egypt. In both wars Egypt was terribly defeated. I do not wish, 

but if the behavior of Egypt is not changed, there is no reason why history will not be repeated again. No 

matter where the Arab revolution will end up, the obstructionist policy of Egypt will not be changed 

soon. Egyptian thinks that if Ethiopia gets peace and stability, Ethiopia may have a capacity to use 

effectively the Nile River, and as a result of this Egypt may face a shortage of water flows and her 

monopoly on the Nile water may come to an end.  

Mr. Lester, although it is not your business, you share and feeling the same with your Egyptian friends 

the above fear. However, this is a poor mentality and your motive here is simple and clear. To strip 

Ethiopian legitimate right from using Nile River for her development endeavors through laying and 

pumping wrong information to the international community’s. If this is not working, create 

misunderstanding between Ethiopia and Egypt and dragging them to go into arm conflict.   What needs 

to be clear here is that: Ethiopia has the right to exploit effectively her own rivers for any kind of 

projects that benefited her own people. Second no country or any international organization or you 

name it “western experts” or UN do not have the right to dictates how Ethiopia or any other African 

states should manage their own developmental policies to satisfy their own peoples. Comparing the 19th 

century imperialistic aggression to scramble for Africa with the bilateral agreements adopted by two 

free countries and their agencies is not only a leman judgment, but it raise questions the ability of your 

intellectual judgments.  Mr. Lester, please leave us alone and stick with your Egyptian friends and help 

them to establish “utopian” democracy compatible to American system. 

Mr. Lester, according to Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia, 2011, Ethiopia cultivated land is 119,358 

Kilometers square or 10.66% from the total land area. On the contrary, USA has 17, 298,900 Kilometer 

square or 11.61%. Similarly UK and Germany each have 56, 821 or 23.43% and 117,793 or 33.73% 

respectively. If you take this in to consideration (mainly the agricultural practices) Ethiopia needs to 

expand more cultivated land to meet the demand of food to its own people. This means Ethiopia is still 

an attractive place for domestic as well as for foreign investors who want to participate in its 

development endeavors.  

Last, but not least, no one oppose peace and international cooperation. However, it will be foolishness 

to expect peace if it benefited only one party. Ethiopians prefers to sacrifice themselves if Nile water 

continues to benefits only one party, in this case Egypt. If this is the case as Mr. Lester said Nile water 

“could turn deadly” for those who want to keep their old monopolistic status quo.  Blue Nile is 

originated from our backyard, and it is Ethiopia who has a legitimate right to claim as a sole ownership 

of the water. Who share how much is a decision made by Ethiopia. Egypt should govern by the terms 

and conditions Ethiopia and other upper Nile riparian countries set. Egypt has the right to ask Ethiopia 

for fair and equitable share of the water. That will be a legitimate question for Egypt, and I hope for the 

sake of peace and coexistence, it will be addressed by all the concerned countries.  



             Last word: We Ethiopians need to understand that we are the one who attracts foreigners to 

interfere in our business. We should blame ourselves for that. Especially, the opposition from Diaspora 

is condemning everything what is going on in their home country. Ignoring the reality on the ground and 

with their old mentality, some want to remotely control the economic as well as the political activities of 

the country.  As far as I am concerned other than creating confusion and damaging the images of our 

country this kind of infantile political activities will not lead them to power, and their credibility will be in 

question. Some opposition figures even crossed the line by amalgamating themselves with those groups 

who openly declared war against our unity. Some are stick to their rigid old principles, and are continues 

to deceive their supporters by saying that it is ok to dance and sleep with any domestic as well as foreign 

forces that are bitterly opposing the current Ethiopian government. If their insane principles succeed do 

they know what will be the end of the game beyond government change? One should not be a rocket 

scientist to predict the outcomes from this kind of uncertain circumstances. If some insane politicians 

think that amalgamating with ONLF, Shabia and other known separatist groups is a good prescription for 

present Ethiopia, and any  economic activities that are underway by the current government is a bad 

idea and needs to be condemned by all means, what kind of country are we looking for to create after 

the EPRDF?. Political maturity is an important component to be a political leader.  Other than opposing 

what went wrong, we need more vision, mental maturity and honesty from Politian’s. Un passionate   

political leader who is deriving by emotion and hate is the same as a bad pharmacist who failed to know 

how to mix prescribed drugs by a physicians. The Ethiopian politics for the last 40 years is monopolizing 

by old failed generation. I do not think this old generation will bring positive change to this country. 

Therefore, the responsibility should be shift and left in the hands of the young generation. The young 

generation should said “enough is enough” to the failed old generation and should stand up and seize 

this opportunity to create its own bright future, before the old failed generation take the country to its 

own grave. Sneaking around foreigners to use them as a vehicle to seize power in Ethiopia is a 

dangerous game. 

 

Long Live Ethiopia             


